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For Sale
Baldwin G 5'6" Grand

The meeting was held at Graves Piano & Organ Co.
Attendance:
Mitch Staples, Ron Kenreich, Chris Burget, David
Stang, Phil Walters, Mark and Marilyn Ritchie.
Teasurer's Report:
$1370.07 on meeting date. $1940.10 as of publication,
after the Home Office reimbursed the Chapter for its
share of dues.
Old Business:
The Chapter made its annual donation to the OMTA in
the amount of $150 toward a scholarship for its
summer program.
The May meeting will be held on Tuesday, May 23,
which is the fourth Tuesday of the month instead of the
third. This is when Larry Messerly was able to come.
New Business:
The Chapter website's domain name registration is still
good for another year.

Butts & Flanges
I, Chris Burget, posed a question regarding back pain
as a result of tuning technique. More specifically, pain
that seemed to mimic kidney problems, as opposed to
strictly back problems. After some blood work and
other tests all came back negative, the doctor said he
thought it was something muscularskeletal. That,
literally, a mucle is rubbing across my kidney area in
such a way that the repetitive motion is actually
irritating it. Almost, but not quite, like rubbing it raw,
as a crude example. I was just wondering if any one
else had this same issue occur for them. No one said
they had this exact diagnosis themselves, but this did
lead to a sort of amusing/notsoamusing discussion of
aches and pains in general. Mitch Staples mentioned
that researching the Alexander Technique often taught
in music programs may be worth the effort. It
basically teaches proper physical motion and posture
for instrumentalists of all types.

Baldwin 5'6" Grand model G #55516, c. 1927
Mahogany Veneer, matching bench
Piano in good condition. Asking $5,000
Granville, OH
This is a somewhat rare model G that was
discontinued in the 1930's. It looks to have been
restrung and rehammered in the 1980's when this was
purchased used from Graves at that time. The action
looks to be original except for the replacement
hammers and keytops on the naturals. The owner is
moving and would like to sell the piano.
Cotact Renee Speelman at:
renee.speelman22@gmail.com
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~ Thank You! ~
This is a thank you message that was forwarded to
Mitch Staples from a local OMTA piano student:

Dear Piano Technicians Guild Organization,
My name is Kimberly Shi and I'm one of
the winners of the CEOMTA Summer
Music Study Scholarship Auditions. Thank
you so much for your generous scholarship!
I have worked hard on my pieces and it is
flattering for me to receive your gift. I am
looking forward to camp this summer.
Thank you again!
Kimberly Shi
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Grand Action Regulation Preparation
The May 2017 meeting was hosted by Graves Piano & Organ Co. and the
technical portion of the meeting was lead by Phil Walters, who offered tips on
prepping grand actions for regulation on a bench.
Much of what he had to demonstrate was based on some tools and protocols
offered by Chris Brown of TPR Tools. Mr. Brown's methods focus on getting
accurate measurements in the piano that can then be accurately translated to the
bench and back into the piano with a minimum of repeating cycles of refinement.
The bulk of the demonstration actually centered around bedding of the keyframe
and establishing sample keys for standards of key height and string height as well as
bedding dimensions, that could be taken to the bench and replicated properly. He
also had some thoughts on what letoff can tell you about other regulation
dimensions. What follows are some of the points made but is not intended as a
complete guide, or check list, for total grand regulation.
Proper bedding of the keyframe is the foundation upon which the rest of the
regulation sits, so this must be done first. Make sure the keybed is clean and free
from debris. Phil started out by checking the bedding on the front rail. You can tap
directly onto the rail, or like Phil, fully depress keys and tap on them, listening for
the frame to make a slightly highpitched knocking, or rapping, sound. Sand the
keyframe as needed to eliminate the knocking.
He then went on to checking the bedding of the balance rail using a rather clever
and unique dial measurement gauge designed by Wessel, Nickel and Gross (WNG)
for this purpose. It is a dial gauge that is mounted in a polymer base that is placed
on top of a key button while the dial gauge plunger touches the bottom of the pin
block. The gauge is placed on a key next to a glide stud. If tapping on the stud
moves the needle on the gauge then the frame needs bedding. The idea is to turn the
glides down watching for needle movement, then backing them back off until the
movement just stops. this may need to be done a couple of times since one stud may
affect others. Also, engaging the damper pedal can flex the keyframe, so you should
go through again and make sure there is no needle movement with the pedal
engaged.
Next, Phil checked bedding on the back rail using two methods. One, is lightly
depressing a group of keys then quickly releasing them, watching to see if
neighboring hammers for unpressed keys bounce at all, implying the back rail is not
bedded there. Two, is taking a long tool, or screw driver, fitting it between the
strings and backs of keys so that it touches the back rail cloth, then tap on the tool
while listening for a rapping sound similar to what the front rail may sound like.
Care must be taken here, because some back rails are scalloped underneath and only
meet the keybed at the very back of the rail. Tapping too far forward on the rail may
yield a false positive because the rail may rock slightly where it is scalloped.
Ideally, all of this is done with the return spring removed from the action cavity.
Or, at least make sure the spring is completely flush against the side of the
keyframe. If it is tilted at all, it may induce some upward or downward motion that
can actually flex the frame up or down slightly, causing a slight discrepancy in
measurements.
Another consideration is replacing the fallboard and rechecking the bedding where
possible. This is because some pianos may have had keys releveled numerous times
without punchings being removed. Eventually, the keys may actually get so high
that the fall board presses down on them, altering all kinds of dimensions.
He then used another set of gauges from TPR Tools called key steps, or key jacks,
to set refernces for key height and bedding. One could also use vertical damper
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blocks instead. Basically, a key step is a little block with a screw coming out of
the top. The latest versions of these also have an oblong hole that will fit around a
front rail key pin to keep it in place. They are placed under keys so as to block
them at a specific height. One is placed on naturals on either end and one in the
middle, same with the sharps, and keys at the ends of each section. These can
establish key height and also help facilitate proper bedding to a bench later on.
The screw on each keystep is turn up just enough so that it kisses the bottom of
the key.
Next, string height is established. One can use whatever method one normally
uses to measure string height, but this protocol also prescribes another one in
addition. This involves backing off the letoff until a hammer blocks on the
strings. One should use a weight to hold down the key. Phil uses the WNG Key
Dip Tool because its design places the weight on the same spot for each key. At
least use the same weight device throughout, regardless of its manufacture. With
the key weighed down and the hammer blocked, one then turns down the letoff
button just until the hammer drops. Also, the action should be shimmed slightly at
the bass end so the hammers are striking between their grooves. This is important
later on while at the bench. because the hammers will be mated to a straight edge
and only the highest parts will touch. This will represent string height. Samples
should be set on naturals at either end, and at the ends of each section, on keys
that are not previously blocked up with key steps. Usually, on adjacent naturals.
If you are not using a TPR station, or something similar, you must then prepare
your bench so that the action will sit in exactly the same spot after numerous
removals and replacements. Clamp to your bench, or fasten with doublesided
tape, wood blocks that will meet flush with the backrail and both sides of the
keyframe. Shim the front and back rails with punchings, as needed, to bed them.
The balance rail is bedded by turning the glides up or down until the bedding
sample keys just wink slightly on their keysteps. Then back the glides off until
they stop. One can tap on them until they stop clicking. Then you can establish
string height on your jig of choice on the bench and fine tune it to the sample
hammers. Now you can use the string grooves in the hammers to mark on your
string height jig the locations of the strings. Phil had masking tape with pen
marks on his. Fine tip Sharpies and alcohol will work on some surfaces. Test first.
What followed were some general remarks about some other tools and benches
on the market as well as some general considerations for various piano brands.
Phil said he doesn't usually compensate too much for anticipated environmental
changes. He generally follows the same protocol and "...if the keybed swells, it
swells; but at least the frame is gliding on each point. And if you have the WNG
bedding gauge handy, it only takes a few minutes to rebed the frame."
Though most of the discussion ended up centering on prepping the action for
bench regulation, Phil did have some comments about letoff. "Establishing let
off early on can also tell you a lot of things about the regulation. Don't have
enough key dip to get letoff? Add more dip. If you still can't get close to the
strings with a reasonable dip, then the hammer bore distance may have been
drilled wrong. You may have to shim the entire stack to compensate for it,
especially if the letoff buttons are ran all the way up as far as they can go!"
For more information on TPR Tools and complete descriptions of Chris
Brown's various protocols that Phil referenced, as well as videos go to:
www.tprtools.com
www.youtube.com/channel/UCnV4MNLtDDC5Xu8RIGZzwg
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Chapter Meeting

 Officers 

Fourth Tuesday of May!

President
VicePresident

Mitch Staples, RPT
Chris Altenburg, RPT

Treasurer

Ron Kenreich

Secretary

Chris Burget

Imm. Past Pres.

Kim Hoessly, RPT

Tuesday, May 23
7:00pm
Columbus Piano Leasing
6493 Proprietors Rd
Worthington, OH 43085
columbuspianoleasing.com
Pizza & Drinks at 6:30pm
Meeting at 7:00pm
Topic: Acrylikey Repair. by
Larry Messerly, CERVP
Map Link:
goo.gl/maps/aQFWAu1wbhT2
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